Abstract. This paper investigates the long-term prediction of MPEG video traffic. Predicting such traffic over a long horizon is important for today's fast networks and internet multimedia services. In comparison with short-term prediction, long-term prediction of video traffic is yet to be explored especially for MPEG-4 coded videos despite its effectiveness in a number of important network-edge applications such as dynamic bandwidth allocation, quality of service (QoS) control, and network management and planning. The main reason for the shortage of publications in such area is the difficulty of the problem, especially when classical or widely used prediction techniques are the ones to be employed. Prediction results, in this paper, are obtained using a simple neuro-fuzzy system and are compared to the classical normalized Least Mean Squares (LMS) technique. The neuro-fuzzy predictor is capable of predicting various real MPEG-4 real-world video traffic hundreds of frames in advance with high accuracy.
Introduction
MPEG-4 (Moving Picture Expert Group) is a compression video standard that has recently gained a considerable attention and started to be widely used for multimedia and wireless applications over Internet protocol (IP) . In addition, MPEG-4 is expected in the near future to be carried by both 3G mobile and broadband always-on-Internet connections. In this standard, each frame of an input video sequence is segmented into a number of arbitrary shaped image regions, called video object planes (VOP). Three types of VOPs are encoded: Intra VOP (I-VOP), encoded independently of any other VOP; Predicted VOP (P-VOP), predicted (using motion compensation) based on another previously decoded VOP; and Bidirectional Interpolated VOP (B-VOP), predicted based on past as well as future VOPs. The size of video frames varies drastically as the sequence is being generated, and thus results in variable-bit-rate (VBR) traffic. I-VOP frames have the highest size while P-VOP frames size is slightly lower and B-VOP frames have the lowest size among all the three types of frames. Predicting such dynamic and complex behavior requires sophisticated techniques that can capture these traffic fluctuations and provide correct control actions which maximize network utilization while maintaining the desired quality of service (QoS).
In the past, linear predictors were more widely used. Such predictors work well with a relatively smoothed traffic where motion activity level is uniform such as in videoconference and videophone applications. However, it is not always possible, within the linear modeling framework, to estimate traffic characteristics when the applied video applications have rapid traffic variation and frequent scene changes such as in entertainment and broadcast videos. Accurate prediction of such complex traffic requires the use of non-linear predictors that can capture some statistical characteristics of the traffic and the inherent non-stationarities and non-linearities associated with MPEG video traffic. In the last decade, and particularly in the last five years, much of the research in the area was geared towards neural networks and, to a less extent, fuzzy logic. The main reason for such attention is that these "intelligent" predictors are often adaptive and rely on observed data rather than on an analytical model usually difficult to obtain. The resulting scheme is, therefore, robust, efficient, and capable of reflecting changes in the traffic behavior.
Several papers dealing with the prediction of video traffic using neural networks are available in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These papers use either a single step-ahead predictor to predict the next frame or a short-term predictor to predict two to four future frames ahead. None of these papers addresses the long-term case. The short-term prediction, while useful, may not be very practical because the predictor comes with its own computation burden (no matter how small it is), and very frequent prediction tasks increase the overhead and reduce efficiency.
Nowadays, and with the expansion of high-speed networks, there is a pressing need for long-term prediction. Some of the domains that can directly benefit from these predictors are: scene prediction [11] , congestion control [12] [13] [14] , dynamic bandwidth allocation and admission control [15] [16] [17] , wireless and network management [18] [19] , and quality assessment [20] . In these domains, it is useful to have an estimate of more than 100 frames ahead to be able to capture scene changes, evaluate buffer occupancy, predict delays, or monitor network congestion.
In this paper, we propose a long-term predictor based on neuro-fuzzy systems to estimate MPEG-4 video traffic. Closest to this work is that of Liang [21] , who analyzes long-term prediction of video traffic using neural networks trained through multiresolution learning. In Linag's approach, multi-resolution learning which is based on wavelet theory is employed for decomposing the original signal and approximating it at different levels of details. A feed-forward neural network predictor is used to predict MPEG-1 video traces with good results. This paper attempts to make contributions in two aspects. First, we develop long horizon prediction for estimating MPEG-4 video traffic that has not been reported thus far. Second, we use a neuro-fuzzy system that is straight forward to design, yet powerful enough, to predict up to few hundred frames ahead. Due to the unavailability of any results to compare to, we develop in this paper a classical predictor based on least mean squares for comparison purposes. Applying both predictors to a number of entertainment MPEG-4 coded videos should reveal the potential that the neuro-fuzzy system may have in predicting long-term video traffic.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section two analyzes the MPEG-4 video traces used in this study in terms of distribution, autocorrelation, and long range dependence. Section three presents the neuro-fuzzy predictor. Simulation results are presented in section four while section five contains the conclusions.
Analysis of MPEG-4 Video Traces
MPEG-4 is object-based coding, different from MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 of framebased coding. The scene of MPEG-4 video contains a number of video objects, which are coded and decoded independently. Each frame of an input video sequence is segmented into a number of arbitrary shaped image regions, called VOPs. The shape and location of a VOP vary from frame to frame. Successive VOPs belonging to the same physical object in a scene are referred to as video objects. Each video object is partitioned into units of Group of Video Object Planes (GOV) which can provide random access points into the bit stream. Each GOV encodes three types of VOPs: I-VOP, P-VOP, and B-VOP. Intra frames (I-VOP) contain information that results from encoding a still image. They are the points of reference and random access in the video stream. They can be encoded independently of any other frames. The compression ratio for these frames is the lowest of all frame types.
Predicted frames (P-VOP) require information from previous I-VOP and/or P-VOP frames for encoding and decoding. Bidirectional Interpolated frames (B-VOP) require information from past I-VOP as well as future I-VOP for encoding and decoding. They have the highest compression ratio among the three frame types. The encoding process of each VOP is very similar to other frame-based standards such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and H.263, with motion and texture encoding applied to each VOP. Therefore, GOV, I-VOP, P-VOP, and B-VOP of MPEG-4 are usually referred as GOP, I frames, P frames, and B frames, respectively. Figure 1 shows the GOP (group of pictures) of MPEG-4 video that is used throughout this paper. The GOP is made of 12 frames arranged in periodic nature as: IBBPBBPBBPBB.
In this paper, we use four MPEG-4 video traces that are available from the Telecom Networks Group, technical University of Berlin [22] . These four traces are carefully chosen to represent different categories of movies (e.g., talks, sports, animation, and action). These traces are coded with Momusys MPEG-4 video software, where the entire scene is one video object and the single video object is encoded into a single video object layer. All detailed sequences were encoded with the following parameters:
• A pattern of GOP is repeated continuously to create the encoded frame sequence.
• Number of frames per sequence = 65,000.
• Duration of each frame = 40 ms.
• Encoder input =352 * 288 pels. Table 1 gives an overview of the statistical properties of the generated MPEG-4 traces. These data sets represent entertainment video sequences with potential real-time applications. In addition, these sets contain frequent scene changes, camera zooming, panning, and different degree of motion activity. Figure 2 (a) shows a segment of the Aladdin video trace. The sequence is highly bursty and the maximum rate is more than six times larger than the minimum rate. Figure 2 (b) and (c) show the probability distribution function (PDF) and the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the same video trace. Analyzing these figures reveals that the MPEG-4 video data exhibits a heavy tailed PDF and an ACF with a mix of short range dependence (SRD) and long range dependence (LRD). The time dependent statistics are important for network and traffic engineering since correlations in the video traffic can have a significant impact on the performance of packet switched networks. The long range correlation is formally characterized as self-similarity or long range dependence. The cumulative effect of the correlations for large lags is significant and can cause large losses and delays.
A number of video traffic studies show that video traffic is LRD or exhibits selfsimilar properties [23] [24] . This is due to the nature of the video content (frames, sequences, scenes, and sub-scenes) and the encoding techniques employed. It is, therefore, important that any video predictor design considers these properties to allow full analysis of the complex statistics involved. Basically, LRD, also known as persistence or the Hurst effect, is the phenomenon of observations of an empirical record being significantly correlated to observations that are far removed in time or across a wide range of time scales. Hurst parameter (H) is commonly used to measure long-range dependence (the degree of self-similarity). Generally, time series without long-range dependence (i.e. momeryless) have a Hurst parameter of 0.5. Hurst parameters between 0.5 and 1 indicate a higher degree of long-range dependence (i.e., long memory). Table 2 shows the estimated Hurst parameters of the tested MPEG-4 frame size traces from pox plots of the R/S statistics as a function of aggregation level [22] . A larger H-value reflects a larger amount of movement in the video sequence [23, 25] . From the table, the four traces can be classified in terms of motion activity as follows:
• Low to moderate motion: Lecture room • Moderate motion: Skiing • Moderate to high motion: Star Wars • High motion: Aladdin. Therefore, we can safely assume that these movies are indeed representatives of almost all activity levels. 
Neuro-fuzzy Predictor
Fuzzy logic as a theory was formally introduced by Zadeh in the 1960's [26] . However, it was not widely applied till many years later. The first attempt in fuzzy modeling was formulated by Mamdani and, hence, called the Mamdani fuzzy model [27] . Such model imitates a human expert using a number of if-then rules. It is usually difficult to formalize this model as it is highly dependant on the particular application and heavily based on expert knowledge. In the process of designing the system, the designer should have more than adequate knowledge about the problem in order to specify the fuzzy membership functions for the inputs and the outputs, in addition to building the if-then rule-base. A typical rule in Mamdani's model has the form:
If (x is A) and (y is B) then (z is C)
where A, B, and C are all fuzzy sets. Despite the wide skepticism towards this model and the difficulties associated with it, it has been popular and its success has been indisputable.
An alternative model, called the Sugeno fuzzy model, came to overcome some of the drawbacks of Mamdani's model. Specifically, it came as an effort to provide a more systematic way to generate fuzzy rules. An important byproduct of this systemization was adaptation. A typical fuzzy rule in a Sugeno model is of the form:
If (x is A) and (y is B) then (z=f(x,y)) Here, z is a crisp (non-fuzzy) number and f is a polynomial in x and y. Depending on the order of the polynomial, we have various types of Sugeno models. For example, if the output z is a constant (i.e., the polynomial is of order zero), the system becomes a zeroorder Sugeno model. The structure of the Sugeno model can be viewed as a special case of gain scheduling where the gains depend on the input membership functions. Due to this quality, predictions, and modeling in general, can be easily incorporated with this system. Therefore, an efficient and simple blend that outperforms any linear modeling or prediction is reachable.
In fact, this is what Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) were developed to do. ANFIS systems are simple fuzzy Sugeno models put in the framework of adaptive systems to facilitate learning and adaptation. The details of ANFIS can be found in [28] . The general idea, however, is simply to provide the system with only a set of input-output data along with the input membership functions. The system, then, is trained for a number of iterations (epochs) and generates the fuzzy rules and the output polynomial for each rule by minimizing an error measure between the system output and the actual output. Put in the framework of prediction, ANFIS can be implemented as shown in Fig. 3 .
The size of the training data has an important effect on the generalization capabilities of the predictor. In general, the more training data is available, the better is the training. However, more training data means longer training time which is not desirable as it makes online implementation less feasible. In this paper, 1500 training points and 500 testing points are used to design the predictor. The number of points is small enough for very fast training and large enough to capture sufficient dynamics from the traces. A zero-order ANFIS predictor is designed with only three history points (three inputs). Each input is represented with three fuzzy membership functions. The structure of this predictor is shown in Fig. 4 . The normalized membership functions for the three inputs and the output are depicted in Fig. 5 . Note that since the model is of the zero-order Sugeno type, the output is a set of constant polynomials representing constant crisp values. Since there are three inputs with three membership functions each, the total number of rules is 3 3 =27 rules. These rules are generated during training and are listed in Table 3 . . .
n: number of history points k: current time step h: prediction horizon 
Results
The ANFIS predictors are evaluated in terms of their performance in predicting MPEG-4 video traffic and compared to the normalized Least Mean Square (LMS) predictor developed in [29, 30] and redesigned in this work to be implemented with the used video traces. For fair comparison, the LMS is optimized in terms of its convergence rate. The convergence factor that gave the best performance in terms of minimum error was found to be 0.3. However, any value between zero and one could be used without significant degradation of the performance. The performance of the predictors is evaluated in terms of three measures: the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE), the Mean Square Error (MSE), and the Maximum Relative Error (MRE). These measures are given by:
where x, x , and x denote the actual, predicted, and mean values, respectively. The NMSE is widely used in evaluating multistep prediction. For a perfect predictor, NMSE is zero. For a predictor predicting the statistical mean (trivial predictor), NMSE is equal to 1. Therefore, for a predictor to give better prediction than the trivial, the NMSE must be less than 1. The second performance measure (MSE) gives a quantitative measure about how close (on the average) are the outputs to the target. The MRE, on the other hand, gives a measure about the farthest point (or the largest error) which may be useful in problems related to bandwidth allocation and congestion avoidance. Needless to say that a network may give a very small MSE even if some finite data points are too far from the target; this could cause serious problems in practical applications.
Effect of history points
Any prediction scheme relies on some sort of historical information. Less historical data normally leads to less reliable prediction; the reverse is not always true. However, if the scheme is provided with more historical data, the possibility of accurate prediction is higher. Unfortunately, the more history points are used, the more complex and computationally expensive the predictor becomes. Therefore, a typical trade-off does exist between accuracy and complexity. To examine the effect of history points on prediction results for the case of MPEG-4 videos, the normalized mean square error is examined into different scenarios: relatively short term (10 steps ahead) and relatively long term (300 steps ahead). The ANFIS performance in comparison with LMS is shown in Fig. 6 . The figure reveals that the number of history points has an inconsistent effect on the LMS performance. However, having only three history points is sufficient for accurate prediction in the case of ANFIS. The LMS performance is expected to improve with a much more increase in history points because for very short term MPEG-4 traffic prediction, reference [5] reports that 10 to 15 history points are needed. For long term MPEG-1 traffic prediction, reference [21] reports the need for at least 24 history points. In light of this, ANFIS seems to have the power of capturing the trace dynamics with a much less number of inputs than reported techniques; resulting in a relatively simple predictor.
To evaluate the performance of the ANFIS, prediction is performed for horizons spanning 50 to 500 steps ahead. The NMSE as a function of prediction horizon, Fig. 7 , shows that ANFIS is capable of giving excellent prediction results even for very long horizons. The LMS, on the other hand, performs worse than a trivial predictor for long term predictions. To more visually examine the performance, the 300 step-ahead predictions, in comparison with the actual traces, for Star Wars and Lecture room are shown in Fig. 8 . The figure confirms the favorable results given by ANFIS. In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance, the NMSE, MSE, and MRE given by (1) Table 5 . MSE for different prediction horizons (history=3) From these tables, few points can be drawn. It seems that low-order LMS predictors are not capable of providing meaningful results for long-term predictions. ANFIS, on the other hand, seems to have excellent results in terms of NMSE and MSE and acceptable results in terms of MRE. On the average (all four movies are taken into consideration), ANFIS performs well for less than 400 steps ahead. Beyond that, the performance is not as remarkable. The average MSE is less than 14% when the prediction horizon is less than 400 steps and increases to between 20% and 30% for longer horizons.
In terms of MRE, it is interesting to note that it is the only performance measure that is directly and consistently affected by with the motion activity in the traces. In other words, the higher the motion activity is, the higher the MRE, and vise-versa. On the average, the MRE is found to be less than 2 for horizons less than 400 steps. The error increases to about 4 beyond that. It is worth noting here that when training the ANFIS, the objective was to minimize the MSE between the ANFIS output and the actual output. No attention was given to the MRE. However, if MRE must be minimized (as could be the case for some applications), then, it should be the measure to be used during training. 
Effect of smoothing
In this scenario, instead of using the actual video sequence, a smoothed version is considered. Since GOP series are very noisy, smoothing is expected to remove the undesired noise while preserving the dynamics of the traffic and the long-term dependencies. In addition, and particularly for long-term predictions, estimating the moving average frame size over a given averaging horizon has been claimed to be better for control and planning. The moving average as a function of the original series is given by [5] : (4) where w is the window size, p is the amount by which the window is moved, and x(j) is j th GOP size of the video trace. Here, we will choose p=1 and w=3 (corresponding to quarter of the GOP length). The actual and smoothed traces for Star Wars and Skiing are shown in Fig. 9 . It is clear from the figure that smoothing (even with a relatively small window size) greatly reduces the spikes in the traces.
To investigate the effect of smoothing, ANFIS is retrained with the smoothed data and the performance is evaluated in exactly the same scenarios used for the unsmoothed trace in the previous section. The NMSE's for the smoothed traces, as a function of prediction horizon, are shown in Fig. 10 . From the figure and in comparison to Fig. 7 , it is clear that smoothing deteriorates the performance of the predictor at least in terms of NMSE. This is the case even for the LMS. To further examine the ANFIS performance, the best and worst 300-step-ahead predictions, compared to the actual traces, are shown in Fig. 11 . The figure confirms the unfavorable results caused by trace smoothing. It is worth noting here that the performance deteriorates with increasing window size.
In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance, the NMSE, MSE, and MRE for ANFIS and the LMS for the case of smoothed traces are tabulated in Tables 7-9 , respectively. The tables expose the degradation of the performance caused by smoothing even in terms of MSE and MRE. The only unsurprising exception is the improvement of the MRE for the Lecture room trace. Such trace, unlike other traces, is characterized by a low to moderate level of activity as was shown in Table 2 . The low level of activity results in limited and notable peaks. Smoothing such trace highlights these peaks even more as relatively smaller ones are reduced due to averaging. While this does not necessarily improve MSE and NMSE, it does improve the MRE. 
Conclusions
In this study, a neuro-fuzzy system is developed to predict MPEG-4 coded videos over a long horizon (up to few hundred frames ahead). Predicting such traffic and over such a long horizon is important for today's fast networks and internet multimedia services. Particularly, it is of importance to many network-edge applications such as dynamic bandwidth allocation, quality of service (QoS) control, and network management and planning. The results presented in this paper indicate that neuro-fuzzy systems can be very effective in long-term prediction of this type of traffic. Such promising results are achieved with a simple architecture having only three inputs and one output. The simplicity of the system does not only simplify the design but also makes the execution fast. The results are evaluated using four entertainment movies representing different activity levels ranging from low to high. When exploring the effect of smoothing the traces using moving average, it was concluded that such smoothing deteriorates the results. 
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